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A formal analysis of the fault diagnosis capabilities of various 
FSM-based test sequence selection methods has been carried 
out’. It is shown’ that the Wp-method’ has the best fault- 
resolution capability among all the known test sequence 
selection methods based on the FSM model when the 
implementation has at most one faulty transition. In this 
paper, we present a test sequence selection method with a fault 
resolution capability better than that of the Wp-method when 
the implementation has at most one faulty transition, and 
when the specification meets certain conditions. This method 
is based on the Wp-method. Approaches for minimizing the 
test sequence further, and for exactly locating the fault or 
improving the fault resolution capability of our method, are 
also presented. 
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The goal of interworking among heterogeneous systems 

can be achieved through conformance testing. Confor- 
mance testing of communication protocols has been an 

active area of research since the emergence of the 
protocol engineering area3. Conformance testing (CT) 

is intended to ensure that a given implementation of a 
protocol is equivalent to the standard specification of 

the protoco1435. The OSI conformance testing metho- 

dology andframework’ defines a test suite as a set of test 
cases, one for each test purpose. A test case is a set of 

event sequences. A verdict of pass, fail or inconclusive is 
also assigned to each sequence in the test case. A verdict 
for an event sequence depends upon the specification of 
the protocol and the test purpose. If a protocol is 

specified as a deterministic finite state machine (FSM), 
then its test suite is usually specified as a single sequence 
of labels (input and expected output pairs) of the 
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transitions in the FSM. Such a test suite is referred to 

as a test sequence6. In such a case, we assume that an 

implementation passes the conformance testing if it 

exhibits the output part of the test sequence while the 

input part of the test sequence is applied. Otherwise the 
implementation is said to fail. The specification of a 

protocol is normally described in formal description 
techniques (FDT) such as LOTOS7, Estelle’ or SDL9. 

Such a specification has many advantages, including 
automatic test suite selection”. In this paper, we 

consider only the control flow aspect of testing. For 
deriving the control flow behaviour of a protocol, the 

control structure of the specification can be transformed 
into an equivalent finite state machine”. Henceforth, 

we refer to the FSM representation of the control flow 

aspects of a specification and an implementation as 
SPEC and IUT, respectively. A number of methods for 

selecting test sequences from SPEC which adequately 
test IUTs are available in the literature2’6’ ‘*-15. 

We have shown’ that the Wp-method has the best 
fault diagnosis capability among all the FSM-based test 

sequence selection methods when the IUT has at most 

one faulty transition. However, as we pointed out’, 
some of the desirable properties (Claim 1 and Claim 2 in 
Fujiwara et al.*) for fault diagnosis do not always hold 

for the Wp-method. In this paper, we develop a test 
sequence selection method, called the Detection and 

Diagnosis (DD) method, which provides a better fault 
diagnosis capability than the Wp-method. Our DD- 
method is based on the Wp-method, and it guarantees 
the above properties. Also, by incorporating the rural 

postperson optimization technique6, the DD-method 
minimizes the length of the test sequence. Our method 
requires a set of UIO-sequence8 satisfying the Tree 
UZO Label Disjoint (TULD) property (defined later). It 
should be noted that there may exist some protocols 
which may not have the UIO-sequences with the 
required property. All the real-life protocols we have 
analysed so far do have such sequences. We have 
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assumed that the number of states in the IUT is no 
more than the number of states in the SPEC. 

The paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions 
and a brief description of the Wp-method are first 
given. Our DD-method is presented, and approaches for 
minimizing the test sequence further and for exactly 
locating the fault or improving the fault resolution 
capability of our method are given. Finally, the paper 
concludes with discussions and directions for further 
research. 

PRELIMINARIES 

Finite state machine 

An FSM M can be formally defined as a 5-tuple 
M = (S,sl, Z, 0, T), where S is the nonempty set of 
states of M, sl is a designated state called the initial 
state, and Z and 0 are nonempty sets of possible inputs 
and outputs of the protocol, respectively. The transition 
function T is a partial function defined as 
T: S x Z + S x 0. T(si, a) = (si, o) means that FSM M 
at state si makes a transition to state Sj when the input a 
is applied, producing the output o. Graphically, this is 
also represented as si - a/o + Sj. 

An FSM M = (S, sl, Z, 0, T) can also be represented 
by a directed labelled graph G( V, E), where S = V and 
each transition si - a/o -+ sj corresponds to an edge in 
E directed from si to Sj with label a/o. Thus an edge in E 
is specified by a triple (si,sj; a/o). An FSM is said to 
have reset capability if for each state Si in S there exists a 
transition (si,sl; r/-), called a reset transition, which 
resets the FSM to its initial state, where ‘r’ denotes the 
‘reset’ command and ‘-’ denotes that the FSM does not 
produce any output for the reset command. 

We call an FSM A4 completely specified if, at each 
state si in M and for each input a in Z, there is an 
outgoing transition from xi with input a. An FSM can 
be modified into a completely specified one by using 
what is called a completeness assumption16. Under this 
assumption, for each si E S and for each a E Z, if Si does 
not have an outgoing transition with input a then a self- 
loop transition (si, si; a/-) is added to si. 

We denote an ordered pair (a, b) of input and output 
by a/b. An input-output sequence is a sequence of 
input-output pairs. We use the operator ‘or for 
concatenating input-output pairs or input symbols. 
‘@’ is an operator for concatenating input-output or 
input sequences. These operators are omitted in certain 
sequences whenever there is no confusion. An input- 
output sequence is said to be applicable at a state of an 
FSM if the output part of the sequence is observed on 
applying the input part of the sequence to the FSM at 
that state. More formally, a sequence X = 
al/o, ba*/ol*... l at/o, is applicable at state si iff 
3si,ES, j=1,2...1,12 1 such that Si-ai/oi +Si, 
and si,_, - aj/qi -+ Si, for 2 < j < 1. 

Suppose G(S, E) is the graphical representation of an 
FSM M. Then for E’ c E, G[E’] will denote the 

subgraph of G induced by E’. A directed labelled 
spanning tree rooted at the initial state of G is called a 
state cover tree of M. Note that each state in M can be 
reached from the initial state using a state cover tree. 

A set C= {Ci,C2,. . . , Cs} of input sequences of an 
FSM M is called a characterizing set if no two states in 
M have the same set of output sequences when all the 
sequences from C are applied to them. Formally, 
suppose Oi(Ck) denotes the output sequence obtained 
by applying C, at the state Si. C is a characterizing set if 
for any two distinct states Si and sj in S, 
{Oi(Ck)lCk E C} # {Oj(Ck)lCk E C}. Each sequence in 
C is called a characterizing sequence17. By applying all 
the sequences from a characterizing set at an unknown 
state in M and observing the outputs, one can determine 
the state. 

A set Vi & C is called an identifying set” of the state 
si if I’i is a minimal subset of a characterizing set C such 
that {Oi(v)lv E Vi} # {Oj(v)(v E Vi} for any state 
sj # s;. Sequences in an identifying set of a state are 
basically used for distinguishing that state from all other 
states in M. 

An input-output sequence, denoted by UZOi, is called 
a Unique Input Output (UIO) sequence6 of the state si 
of an FSM M if UZOi is applicable at si and it is not 
applicable at any other state in M. The set 
U = { UZOi 1 s; E M} is referred to as a UZO set of M. 
Clearly, the set obtained from U by selecting the input 
part of each sequence in U is a characterizing set for M. 
For each state si, the singleton set containing the input 
part of UZOi is an identifying set of si+ 

In our fault model, the IUTs are assumed to have no 
more than the number of states in the SPEC. As 
elsewhere’6’ i8, our fault model consists of two types of 
faults, namely, the label fault and the tail state fault. A 
transition (si, sj; a/o) of the SPEC is said to have a label 
fault if the corresponding transition in the IUT is 
(si, sj; a/~‘) where O’ # O. A transition (si, sj; a/~) of the 
SPEC is said to have a tail stete fault if the corre- 
sponding transition in the IUT is (si,sp; u/o), where 
p # j. The fault coverage of a test sequence selection 
method is the percentage of faulty IUTs the method can 
detect from the set of all IUTs with any number of label 
faults and/or tail state faults. Thus, a method is said to 
have complete fault coverage if it can detect any faulty 
IUT. 

To detect and diagnose the fault, the input part of 
each input-output pair of a test sequence is applied to 
the IUT one-by-one, and the output is observed. If the 
output is different from that expected, the testing 
process is stopped and the IUT is declared faulty. The 
output sequence obtained thus far is analysed for 
diagnosing the fault. A test sequence selection method 
has t-fault resolution capability of level k if for any IUT 
with at most t faulty transitions, a test sequence selected 
by the method can localize at least one faulty transition 
to within a set of k transitions provided the IUT is 
faulty. In this paper, we focus on test sequence selection 
methods with l-fault resolution capability. A test 
sequence selection method has l-fault location 
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capability if the sequence selected can exactly locate the 
fault. 

Wp-method 

The Wp-method introduced by Fujiwara et a1.2 is based 
on the W-method’*. The Wp-method assumes that the 
SPEC is strongly connected, reduced and completely 
specified. The SPEC and the IUT have a reset capability 
and the same input set. It further assumes a finite upper 
bound, say m, on the number of states of the IUT. The 
Wp-method is described here for m d n. 

Let C be a characterizing set of the SPEC. Let V; C C 
be an identifying set of the state St in the SPEC for each 
state Si. Let T be a state cover tree of the SPEC. Let Pi 
denote the unique path in T from the initial state to 
each state si. The Wp-method consists of two phases: 
the state verification phase and the transition testing 
phase. The state verification phase is mainly to verify 
whether C is a characterizing set of the IUT. This is 
done by applying C at each state in the IUT. While a 
path in the state cover tree T is used for putting the IUT 
in a given state for applying C, the reset transitions are 
used for resetting the IUT to the initial state. All the 
transitions in the state cover tree Tare also tested in this 
phase. In the transition testing phase, all the transitions 
of the SPEC which are not in the state cover tree Tare 
tested. The tail state of a given transition, say, 
(si, sj; a/o) E E - T in the IUT is confirmed by applying 
every sequence in Vj. Reset transitions, the path Pi, and 
the transition (si, Sj; a/o) are used to reach the state Sj for 
applying sequences in VP 

The Wp-method provides complete fault coverage2. It 
is shown’ that for all IUTs with at most n states, this 
method has the l-fault resolution capability of level 
n + I,, where 12 is the number of states in the SPEC and 
I, is the length of a longest sequence in C. Thus if 
U = { UIOi 1 si E SPEC} is used as the required charac- 
terizing set, then the l-fault resolution capability of this 
method becomes n + l,, where 1, is the length of a 
longest UIO-sequence in U. 

It is claimed2 that if an IUT passes the state 
verification phase, then: 

l Claim 1: all transitions in T are implemented 
correctly in the IUT, and 

l Claim 2: Vi is an identifying set for the state in the 
IUT corresponding to the state si of the SPEC. 

We have proved’ that these two claims may not hold 
in general. It is also proved’ that if these claims hold 
true on successful completion of the first phase, then the 
level of l-fault resolution capability of the Wp-method 
reduces to 1 + I<. 

DETECTION AND DIAGNOSIS METHOD 

In this section, we present our DD-method for selecting 
test sequences for protocol testing. The method is based 

on the Wp-method, and so it provides complete fault 
coverage2. By using the test sequence selected in the 
DD-method, one can detect and diagnose the fault, if 
any, when the IUT has at most one fault. The DD- 
method has better l-fault resolution capability than the 
Wp-method. Moreover, by incorporating the Rural 
postperson optimization technique6, our method 
minimizes the length of the test sequence. To apply the 
DD-method on a protocol, the protocol needs to satisfy 
all the basic assumptions made in the Wp-method. We 
further assume that the number of states in the IUT is 
no more than the number of states in the SPEC. 
However, using an approach similar to that of 
Fujiwara et a1.2, our method can be extended for IUTs 
with more states than that of the SPEC. In such a case, 
as in the W- and Wp-methods, the length of the selected 
test sequence will be greater. For identifying the states 
we use UIO-sequences which satisfy certain require- 
ments. Our method can very easily be adapted if one 
wishes to use the characterizing set, distinguishing 
sequence17 or any other suitable set of sequences for 
identifying the states. 

The DD-method uses a state cover tree, say T, to 
reach different states from the initial state. It uses the 
sequences from a UIO set, say U, for checking the tail 
states of transitions. Unless otherwise stated, by a UIO- 
sequence we refer to a sequence in U. A transition is 
called a T-transition if it is on the state cover tree T. A 
transition is called a U-transition if it is part of a UIO- 
sequence. As noted earlier’, for better fault resolution it 
is necessary that we test all the T-transitions before 
using them for testing other transitions. It is also 
necessary to verify if the UIO-sequences are also the 
UIO-sequences of the corresponding states in the IUT. 
Meeting these two requirements is difficult, as T- 
transition testing requires verified UIO-sequences and 
UIO-sequence verification requires tested T-transitions. 
This could be achieved if T and U have the Tree UIO- 
sequence Label Disjoint (TULD) property defined 
below: 

For each transition (si, sj; a/o) in T, the label a/o does 
not appear in the UIO-sequence UIOj corresponding 
to the state s) 

We have analysed a number of protocols (reported 
later), and found that they have T and U with the 
TULD property. However, there may exist some 
protocols which do not have such T and U. 

The DD-method is described in the algorithm U-DD. 
This algorithm first invokes the procedure constreeuio 
(to be discussed) for computing a state cover tree and a 
UIO set with the TULD property. The algorithm then 
invokes the procedure select_seq for selecting the 
required test sequence. The procedure select_seq 
consists of two phases. In the first phase, T-transitions 
are tested in a breadth-first fashion by applying all the 
sequences in U at the tail state of each transition under 
test. The reset transition and the unique path Pi from 
the initial state to the starting state Si of the transition 
under test are used for reaching the transition. It is 
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established later in this section that the test sequence 
selected in the above scheme is also sufficient for 
verifying if the UIO-sequences are also the UIO- 
sequences of the corresponding states in the IUT. 

The second phase consists of two steps. In the first 
step all U-transitions which are not T-transitions are 
tested. We use the unique path in T for reaching the U- 
transitions. In the second step, we test all transitions 
which are neither T-transitions nor U-transitions. At the 
end of this step, all the transitions in the state cover tree 
and in the UIO-sequences have been successfully tested. 
At this point we can obtain an optimal test sequence for 
testing the remaining transitions by applying the RPT 
algorithm of Aho et aL6, provided certain conditions, 
described below, are satisfied. This optimization step 
does not, however, affect the fault detection or fault 
resolution capability. Let E, = {(si, sp; a/o @ UZO,) 1 
(Si, Sj; a/o) E E - (E(T) U E(U) U E,) A taif(UZOj) = sp}, 
where E(T), E(U) and E, denote the sets of all T- 
transitions, U-transitions and reset transitions, respec- 
tively. tail(UZOj) is the state of the SPEC after applying 
UZOj at sF Let G’ be the graph defined by 
G’(S, E, U E(T) U E(U) U E,). An optimal test sequence 
for testing the remaining transitions (i.e. 
E - E(T) U E(U) U E,) corresponds to a minimal tour, 
called a rural postperson tour (RPT)19 of the graph 
G’(S, E(T) U E(U) U E,), which covers each edge in E, at 
least once. This RPT can be obtained using the efficient 
RPT-algorithm of Aho et a1.6 provided G’[E,] is weakly 
connected. If G’[E,] is not weakly connected, then we 
test the transitions in E - (E(T) U E(U) U E,) as in the 
first step of this phase. The algorithm U-00 is formally 
described below. At any step in the procedure 
select_seq, if the observed output is different from the 
one expected, the procedure terminates: 

Algorithm II-DD(SPEC, IUT) 
constreeuio(SPEC, MU, T, U); 
select_seq(SPEC, IUT, T, U); 

end U-00. 

procedure select_seq(SPEC,IUT,T,U) 
Phase 1: 
Test the state cover tree T in a breadth-first fashion as 
follows until all the T-transitions are tested: 
(i) Let (Sirs,; a/o) E T be the current transition; 
(ii) Apply r to reset the IUT into the initial state sl; 
(iii) Use the unique path Pi in T to reach si from sl; 
(iv) Apply a and observe o; 
(v) Apply UZoj at the tail state to check that 1110, is 

applicable; 
(vi) Apply U - { UIO,} at the tail state and check that they 

are not applicable. Use the reset transitions and the 
state cover tree T to reach the state Sj; 

Phase 2: 
Step 1 Repeat the following until all the U-transitions are 
covered: 
(i) Let (sir si; a/o) be an untested U-transition; 
(ii) Apply r to observe -; 
(iii) Use the unique path Pi in T to reach si from sl; 
(iv) Apply a and observe o. 
(v) Apply UIO, at the tail state and check that it is 

applicable; 
Step 2: 
(i) Compute EC = {(Sir Sp; U/O @ UZOi) 1 (sir s,; U/O) E 

E - (E(T) U E(U) U ET) A tUil( UIOj) = up} 
(ii) If G’[E,] is weakly connected in 

G’(S, EC U E(T) U E(U) U E,) then 
(a) Apply the RPT algorithm to compute a minimal 

tour I7 in G’(S, EC U E(T) U E(U) U E,) which 
traverses each transition in EC at least once. 

(b) Test the transitions in E - (E(T) U E(U) U E,) 
using the input-output sequence along I?. 

(iii) If G’[E,] is not weakly connected in 
G’(S, EC u E(T) u E(U) u E,) then repeat the following 
until all the transitions in E - (E(T) U E(U) U E,) are 
tested 
(a) Let (sir Sj; u/o) be an untested transition in 

E - (E(T) U E(U) u E,); 

(b) Apply r to observe -; 
(c) Use the unique path Pi in T to reach si from sl; 
(d) Apply a and observe o. 
(e) Apply UIOj at the tail state and check that it is 

applicable; 
end select_seq. 

We will shortly give a procedure for finding a state 
cover tree T and a UIO-set U satisfying the TULD 
property. 

The following theorem shows that the successful 
completion of phase 1 of the procedure select_seq will 
guarantee a fault-free state cover tree and a verified set 
of UIO-sequences for the IUT. 

Theorem 1 Suppose that an ZUT has at most 1 fault and 
it passes phase 1 of select_seq successfully; then the 
following are true: 

1. The state cover tree T obtained from the SPEC is 
fault-free in the ZUT. 

2. The UZO-sequence of each state of the SPEC from 
the set U is also a UZO-sequence of the corresponding 
state in the ZUT, 

Proof We will prove the first part by induction on the 
level number of the state cover tree T. We claim that all 
transitions of level 1 are fault-free in the IUT. Let 
(SI, Si; a/o) be a T-transition of level 1. Suppose it has a 
label fault in the IUT. Then when we apply the input a, 
we will get some output o’ # o. Therefore, the IUT will 
fail in phase 1. Suppose the transition has a tail state 
fault in the IUT. Let its faulty tail state be sj, where 
j # i. In other words, the corresponding transition in the 
IUT is (si,sj;a/o). Since, by the TULD property, no 
transition in the sequence UZOi has the label a/o, and 
since there is only one fault which is at the transition 
(~1, Si; a/o), it follows that when UZOi is applied at the 
faulty tail state sj, it will not be applicable. Therefore the 
IUT will fail in phase 1. Assuming all the T-transitions 
up to level I are fault-free, we have to prove that all the 
T-transitions of level I + 1 are also fault-free. Let 
(s;,sj;a/o) be the current T-transition under test of 
level I + 1. Since all the transitions up to level 1 are 
fault-free, we can reach si by traversing the fault-free 
path Pi from ~1. It is easy to see that phase 1 fails if the 
IUT has a label fault in (si, sj; a/o). Suppose (si, sj; a/o) 
has a tail state fault and let its tail state in the IUT be Sk. 
Let us observe the behaviour of the IUT for the 
sequence Pi@a/o@UZOp Clearly, Pi@ajo puts the 
IUT in the state Sk. When UZOj is applied at Sk, the 
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IUT traverses only fault-free transitions, as the label 
(a/o) of the unique faulty transition does not appear in 
UIOi. Thus, the observed output is different from the 
expected output, and the IUT fails. This completes the 
induction. 

Since only T-transitions are used to reach the states in 
order to apply the UIO-sequences, it follows from the 
correctness of T and from steps (iv) through (vi) of 
phase 1 that the UIO-sequence of each state in the 
SPEC is also a UIO-sequence of the corresponding state 
in the IUT if the IUT passes phase 1. 0 

The following theorem establishes the l-fault resolu- 
tion capability of our DD-method. Here, by UZO$ we 
refer to the input-output sequence obtained when the 
input part of UIOk is applied at the state Sj: 

Theorem 2 Suppose an IUT has at most one fault; then 
the DD-method detailed in the algorithm U-DD has l- 

fault resolution capability of level 1 + l,,, where 1, is the 
length of the longest UIO-sequence in the set U. 

Proof Suppose the IUT fails in phase 1 while applying 
the sequence Pi@a/o@ UIO;, where Pi @a/o@ UIO:, 
for some k, 1 d k < n, is a part of the sequence for 
testing the T-transition (si,sj; a/o) of the SPEC and 
verifying the UIO-set U at the state sj in the IUT. Here, 
Pi denotes the sequence along the unique path in T from 
s1 to Si, and UIO: is a sequence either to check the 
applicability of UIOj (if j = k) or to check the non- 
applicability of the UIO-sequence UZOk (if j # k) at 

state sF Since the T-transitions are traversed in breadth- 
first fashion, it follows from the TULD property of T 
and U and the single fault assumption that none of the 
transitions in Pi is faulty. If an output o’ is observed 
instead of o while applying the input a of the T- 
transition (si, sJ; a/o), then the T-transition has a label 
fault. Otherwise, either the T-transition has a tail state 
fault or a transition in the path from sj along the 
sequence UZO; is faulty in the IUT. Thus the fault can 
be diagnosed within 1 + 1, transitions. 

Suppose the IUT fails in step 1 of phase 2 while 
applying the test sub-sequence TEST(si, sj; a/o) = 
Pi @a/o@UZO,. Since all the transitions in Pi have 
already been tested for correctness, and as the UIO- 
sequences have also been verified in phase 1, the fault 
can only be in the transition corresponding to (si, sj; a/o) 
of the SPEC. Now suppose the IUT fails in step 2 of 
phase 2 while applying the test subsequence 
TEST(si, si; a/o) corresponding to the transition 
(s;, sj; a/o). Since all the transitions except (si, sj; a/o) in 
this subsequence have already been confirmed to be 
fault-free, it is easy to see that the transition (si, sj; a/o) 
of the SPEC is faulty in the IUT. Thus if the IUT fails 
in the second phase then the faulty transition can be 
diagnosed exactly. 0 

Observe that the level of l-fault resolution capability 
of the DD-method is an improvement over that of the 
Wp-method by n transitions. As noted by Sabnani et 
al.*’ , 1, < 5 for most of the known protocols. Therefore, 
from Theorem 2 we can deduce that for most of the 
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known protocols, our method localizes the fault to 
within six transitions in the worst case. Due to the 
optimization performed in the second step of phase 2, 
the length of the test sequence selected is less than that 
selected in the Wp-method. The DD-method provides 
complete fault coverage, since it is based on the W- 
method, which is known to provide complete fault 
coverage*. 

Next, we consider the problem of extracting a state 
cover tree T and a UIO-set U with the TULD property. 
Let MUi be the set of multiple UIO-sequences2’ for the 
state Si. Let MU be the collection of all the UIO- 
sequences in MUi for every state si. The procedure given 
below constructs T and U with the TULD property, 
provided such a T and U exist for the given SPEC and 
MU: 

procedure constreeuio(SPEC,MU,T,U); 

VT + (3, }; 
NT + {s, 1; 
U + {UZOI}, for some UZOl E MU,; 
repeat 

delete a state si from NT, 
for each outgoing (si, Sj; a/o) at Si such that S, @ VT do 

for each UZOj in MU, do 
if the label a/o is not in UZOj then 
begin 

U + UU (UZOj); 
VT + VTU {sj}; 

NT + NTU {s,}; 

T+ TU {(Si,Sj;a/O)}; 

break; 
end 

until (VT = V)or(NT = 8) 
/* if NT = @ and VT # V then there is no T and U 
satisfying the required condition for the given G and 
MU*/ 

end constreeuio. 

The algorithm guarantees the construction of the 
required state cover tree and a UIO-set if they exist 
for the given SPEC, and the given MU. The 
complexity of the procedure constreeuio is 
0(IEln2 pmax), where n, IEI, pmax are the number of 
states in the SPEC, the number of transitions in the 
SPEC and the maximum number of multiple UIO- 
sequences (from the set MU) of any state in the 
SPEC, respectively. Here we have used the result of 
Sabnani et al.*’ that a UIO-sequence is of length at 
most 2n*. However, as pointed out earlier, the UIO- 
sequences for most of the practical protocols are of 
length at most 5. In such cases, the complexity of our 
algorithm is O(IElp,,,ax). Sabnani et al.*’ have also 
presented an algorithm for finding a UIO-sequence of 
a state of a SPEC. The, time complexity of this 
algorithm is 0(n2(d,,,,,)2” +*), where d,,,,, is the 
maximum outdegree of any state in the SPEC. The 
procedure constreeuio can be combined with this 
algorithm to construct a state cover tree T, and a 
UIO-set U in a single pass, such that T and U satisfy 
the TULD property, if such a T and U exist. 

In the remaining part of this section, we compare the 
DD- and Wp-methods with respect to their l-fault 
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resolution capabilities. We apply these methods on an 
abstract protocol of reasonable complexity, and a 
subset of a transport protocol. The SPEC of the 
abstract protocol is shown in Figure la. Clearly, 
W = axbxx forms the unique element of a character- 
izing set. With this characterizing set and the state cover 
tree shown in Figure lb, the Wp-method generates a test 
sequence of length 301 (input interactions). The 
constreeuio procedure of the DD-method produces the 
state cover tree T, and the UIO-set U = { UZOj = WI 1 
< j < n} for the input MUj = { W} for j = 1,2, . . . , IZ. 
With this state cover tree and the UIO-set, the first 
phase of the select_seq results in the following test 
sequence of length 67. We have only shown the input 
symbols for convenience. Here, Pi denotes the input 
sequence along the unique path in the state cover tree T 
from St t0 Si for i = 2,3,. . . ,8: 

r WrP6 WrP7 WrPg WrP, WrP2 WrPj WrP5 W 

The test subsequence for testing the U-transitions has 
151 input symbols. Only a prefix of this sequence is 
shown below: 

rx Wra WrPTa WrPTb WrP_rx WrPsa WrPgb WrPgx W 

There are nine transitions in E - (E(T) U E(U) U Er) 

and EC induces a weakly connected subgraph in 
G’(S, EC U E(T) U E(U) U E,). So, the RPT-algorithm 
of Aho et al6 is applicable. The RPT-algorithm yields 
the following test sequence of length 70 for testing these 
transitions: 

rc WC WcxWcc Webb Wbcbc Wrxbxc Wxc Wrxc Wr 

Thus, the total length of the test sequence selected in the 
DD-method is 288. Now let us evaluate how these two 
methods do in diagnosing the fault in an implementation. 
Consider the IUT as shown in Figure 2. There is a tail 
state fault in the transition (ss,s3;x/O). The corre- 
sponding faulty transition is (~3, s] ; x/O) in the IUT. The 
IUT passes the test sequence selected in the first phase of 
the Wp-method. However, the IUT is failed in the second 
phase while applying the sequence rbbxcxaxbxx. The 
IUT gives the output sequence -2000000101, whereas the 
expected sequence is -2000000001. Since only the reset 
transition is known to be fault free in the IUT, the fault 
could be at any one of the 10 transitions along the path 
from state sl with input sequence bbxcxaxbxx. 
The IUT also passes the first phase and the first 
step of the second phase of the DD-method. 
Since (ss, s3; x/O) E E - (E(T) U E(U) U E,), this tran- 
sition is tested only in the second step of the second 

Figure 1 Specification and the state 
cover trees of a sample protocol. (a) 
SPEC; (b) state cover tree in Wp- 
;:;I:!; (c) state cover tree in DD- (b) 

0 Sl 

(4 

OS8 
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Figure 2 Implementation of the protocol given in Figure la 

phase, with the sequence xW shown in bold in the 
subsequence of this step. As expected, the IUT fails 
while applying xaxbxx at state s3 of the IUT. It is 
known at this stage that there is no fault in any of 
the T- or U-transitions. Thus, the transition 
(s,,s3;x/O) is uniquely identified as the faulty transi- 
tion. Also, in the worst case, our DD-method can 
localize the fault in any IUT of the abstract protocol 
(Figure la) within six transitions. We have also 
applied the Wp- and DD-methods for a subset of 
the class 4 transport protocol, NBS TP4, developed 
by the National Bureau of Standards22. Sidhu et ~1.‘~ 
have analysed this protocol for studying different 
formal methods of test sequence selection based on 
the FSM model. The protocol has 15 states and 61 
core transitions. The state cover tree, UIO-set and 
the full test sequence selected using the DD-method 
have been reported elsewhere23. The test sequence 
contains 1146 input interactions. In the worst case, 
this test sequence localizes the fault in an IUT to 
within three transitions. For the same state cover tree 
and the UIO-set (now considered as the character- 
izing set), the Wp-method selects a test sequence 
having 1213 input interactions. This test sequence 
localizes the fault to within seven transitions in the 
worst case. From these two case studies, we infer 
that the DD-method improves the l-fault resolution 
capability of the Wp-method by about 4&57%. 

IMPROVEMENTS OF THE DD-METHOD 

As we know, the length of the test sequence and the 
resolution of the fault are two important factors in any 
fault diagnosis method. In this section, we present some 
improvements of the DD-method for further mini- 
mizing the length of the test sequence and for achieving 
1 -fault location capability. 

Testing of protocols based on FSM: T Ramalingam et al. 

Length minimization 

In step 1 of the second phase of select_seq, each 
untested U-transition, say, (si, sj; a/o) is tested by 
applying a/o@UZOi after putting the IUT in state Si 
using a reset transition and the unique path Pi in T 
from s1 to si. The purpose of this step is mainly to 
ensure that the RPT optimization at step 2 does not 
affect the fault diagnosis capability. This can also be 
achieved in step 1 by testing if the UIO-sequence of 
each state ends at the correct state in the IUT without 
explicitly testing each transition in the UIO-sequences. 
Thus, the testing of U-transitions can be subjected to 
the RPT optimization, and the length of the resulting 
test sequence is, in most cases, much smaller than that 
selected in the original method. The required modifi- 
cations in the second phase of select_seq are provided 
below: 

Phase 2 
Step 1 

for each state si E S do 
begin 

Apply r to observe -; 
Use Pi to reach si from sl; 
Check if UIU; @ L’lOtai/(L/,O,) is applicable; 

end 
Step 2 

Compute EC = {(Si, sp; U/O@ UZU,)l(Si, s,; U/O) 

E E - (E(T) u E,) A t&1( C/IO,) = s,,} 
If G’[E,.] is weakly connected in G’(S, EC U E(T) U E,) 

then 
begin 

Apply the RPT algorithm to compute a minimal 
tour r 

in G’(S, EC u E(T) U E,) which traverses each 
transition in EC at least once; 

Test the transitions in E - (E(T) U Er) using the 
input-output sequence along r; 

end 
If G’[EC] is not weakly connected in 

G’(S, EC U E(T) U Er) then 
for each transition (s,, 3,; a/o) in E - (E(T) U E,) do 
begin 

Apply r to observe -; 
Use the unique path Pi in T to reach si from sl; 
Apply a and observe o; 
Apply UIOj at the tail state and check that it is 

applicable; 
end 

Since there is a maximum of nl, U-transitions in the 
SPEC which are now tested using the RPT algorithm, 
the modified method in most cases improves the length 
of the test sequence significantly. If the IUT fails in the 
first step of phase 2 while applying the sequence 
r/ - @P~@UZO~@UZO,,,,(“,O,), then the fault is in one 
of the transitions along UZOi at Si. Thus, the improved 
method maintains the l-fault resolution capability of 
the original DD-method. 

Fault localization 

We define a set containing a faulty transition as a fault 
resolution set. We know that if the IUT fails in the first 
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phase of sefect_seq, then the fault is located within 1 + I,, 
transitions. Suppose the IUT fails while testing the 
transition (si, Sj; a/q) with the subsequence 
r/ - @Pi@a/o@UIO~ for some k, 1 < k < n. Let F be 
the set containing the transition (s,Sj; a/o) and the 
transitions in the path from Sj along the sequence 
UIO;. From the proof of Theorem 2, clearly F is a 
fault resolution set. The faulty transition in F can be 
further localized by repeatedly applying seZect_seq using 
state cover trees and a UIO-set with the TULD 
property such that the sequences selected in the first 
phase of select_seq do not involve at least one transition 
from F. The procedure localize_fault for selecting a test 
sequence for improving the fault resolution is given 
below: 

procedure localize_fuult(F,MU,SPEC,IUT); 
let each transition in F be unmarked; 
while (IFI > 1 and F has an unmarked transition) do 
begin 

choose and mark an unmarked transition e in F; 
forj= 1 tondo 

MU,’ +- { UIO, E MU, 1 e # path from Sk along 
UIO;, 1 < k ,< n}; 

MU’+MU;uMU;u...UMU;; 
constreeuio(SPEC - e, MUe, T,, U,); 
if (constreeuio is successful) then 
begin 

se[ect_seq(SPEC, IUT, T,, U,); 
let F, be the resulting fault resolution set; 
Ft FnF,; 

end 
end 

end localize_ fad. 

At each iteration of the while loop an unmarked 
transition e in F is marked and, if possible, a state cover 
tree T, and a UIO-set U, are selected such that they 
satisfy the TULD property, and that neither T, nor -any 
path from Sk along UZO: for 1 <j, k d n contains the 
transition e. If such T, and U, are found, then the IUT 
is tested with the corresponding test sequence and a 
fault resolution set F, is obtained. If the IUT fails in the 
first phase then as shown in the proof of Theorem 2 it 
follows that e @ F,. Thus the number of transitions in 
the fault resolution set is reduced by at least one, since 
IFII F,I < IFI b f e ore the execution of the statement 
F c Fn F,. On the other hand, if the IUT fails in the 
second phase then as seen in the proof of Theorem 2 we 
can exactly locate the fault. Thus using localize_fault 
the fault resolution can be improved significantly or the 
fault can be located exactly. Note that the set MUe 

selected in the procedure localize fault may sometimes 
be empty. In such a case MU; can be selected as 
follows: 

MU’ = MU; U MU;. . . U MU:, where 
MUi’ = { UIOj E MU je 6 path from 

Sj along UZOj} for 1 d j < n 

Though with such a less restricted set MUe the fault 
resolution set is reduced less rapidly, the resulting fault 
resolution set will still be significantly smaller. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on the Wp-method, we have developed the DD- 
method which has a better l-fault resolution capability 
than the Wp-method when the IUT has at most one 
fault and the SPEC meets certain conditions. Our 
method also results in a test sequence of a shorter 
length. This method is useful for testing and diagnosing 
any fault in the implementations. Approaches for 
further minimizing the test sequence and for exactly 
locating the fault or improving the fault resolution 
capability of our method are also presented. 

Our DD-method achieves good l-fault resolution 
capability on a SPEC if the SPEC has a state cover tree 
and a UIO-set with the TULD property. Interestingly, 
such a tree and a UIO-set exist for the simplified 
transport protocol which we have used for evaluating 
our method. We have also found that a few other 
protocols, such as the ISDN-BRI-D-Channel signalling 
protocol (network-interface side, originating end)24, a 
simplified transport protoco12’ and the alternating bit 
protoco12’, satisfy the required conditions for the DD- 
method. 

We wish to note that our DD-method will also work 
for the SPEC which has a state cover tree T and a set U 
of UIO-sequences satisfying the following condition: for 
each tree transition, say (si, Sj; a/o), either the label a/o 
does not appear in the UIO-sequence UZOj or the 
transition (si,sj;a/o) is not a part of the UIO-sequence 
of any state other than sY Note that the above condition 
includes our earlier requirement. However, finding T 
and U satisfying this requirement is not easy. Further 
work on this issue is under way. 

An interesting open problem is to determine 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the structure of 
SPECS for which our DD-method will ensure l-fault 
location capability. In view of our development above, 
we believe that these conditions are tied to the existence 
of the appropriate T, and MU’, as described in the 
procedure localize_fault. We are also investigating for 
test sequence selection methods which can diagnose 
multiple faults. 
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